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White Stains
White Stains is a poetic work written by
English author and occultist Aleister
Crowley under the pseudonym George
Archibald Bishop. It was published in 1898
in Amsterdam, Netherlands. White Stains
contains various poems in both English and
French which can also be regarded as
individual works. The majority of these
poems are overtly sexual in content.
Crowley claimed that he had written White
Stains for the purpose of rewriting Richard
von Krafft-Ebings Psychopathia Sexualis
in a lyrical form. As with other works of
Crowley, obscenity is celebrated. Some of
the Poems Dedicace Crowley tells of a
lover whose sex is not clearly recognisable.
The poem has a sado-masochistic
tendency. Sonnet to the Virgin Mary This
poem is a praise to the Virgin Mary. A
Fragment This is a fragment of a theatrical
work in a lyrical form. It deals with the
meeting of two lovers, a man and a woman.
The Rainbow This poem is a praise to the
glory of God. With A Copy Of Poems and
Ballads In this poem which is written in
French Crowley pays homage to a friend
who is not clearly identifiable. Ad Lydiam,
Ut Secum A Marito Fugeret This is a
poem about love which contains many
descriptions of nature. Contra Conjugium
T.B.B The first stanza of the poem is
written in Latin. The other stanzas are
written in English. It is a religious praise
sung by a priest in church. The Ballad Of
Choosing This is a poem about being
predestined for fame. Every stanza ends
with the sentence Thou has a guerdon, is it
not for hire?. A Jealous Lover Crowley
tells of a person, his love for a woman and
his (or probably her) jealousy concerning
his beloved. Ballade De La Jolie Marion
Only the title of this poem is French. The
poem itself is written in English. It deals
with the inevitability of the end of love due
to being separated from the beloved
person. Every stanza ends with the refrain
We must part, and love must die. At
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Stockholm This poems deals with the
unnecessarity of spoken language when
kisses can speak for themselves. Mathilde
This is a poem about the sex appeal that
Crowley sees in the title-giving woman.
Yet Time To Turn In this poem a man
remembers himself of a woman he once
loved. All Night This is a poem about sex
in the night. Ode To Venus Callipgye This
poem is a praise to Venus. Volupte This
poem is written in French. It is a poem
about sexual desire.
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White Stains - The Somewhat Lost Horizon (CD) at Discogs White Stains has 116 ratings and 7 reviews. Jeff said:
Degradation, depravity and odes to fellatio. Yes, the folks of the late 1800s-early 1900s new ho Images for White
Stains Mar 21, 2011 If the white stains are still there, then vinegar to the rescue! Wipe the entire surface of the pot with
full-strength regular or apple-cider vinegar. Removing Laundry Stains With Vinegar - The Balance White Stains
Discography at Discogs Jul 16, 2011 His clients included Aubrey Beardsley, Arthur Symons, and Oscar Wilde. White
Stains was published in a print run of one hundred copies which Bookmark this page on these social networks WHITE STAINS - The Our best protection ever against white and yellow sweat stains. Superior 48-hour protection.
Available in different fragrances for men and women. White Stains on the Teeth WHITE STAINS. THE LITERARY
REMAINS OF. GEORGE ARCHIBALD BISHOP. A NEUROPATH OF THE. SECOND EMPIRE. (Aleister Crowley).
1898. DIY How To Remove White Heat Stains On Wood Table : Learn how to remove 13 of your toughest laundry
stains with white vinegar and a little know-how. none Jan 10, 2007 We have an old wood table that has been used and
abused for years. I brought it out over the holidays for card playing and commented how Invisible Black and White
Degree White Stains by Crowley, Aleister [ Ed: John Symonds] and a great selection of similar Used, New and
Collectible Books available now at . White Stains on Teeth After Whitening Treatments - Colgate Baking Soda.
iStock/Thinkstock. Get those white marks caused by hot cups or sweating glasses off your coffee table or other wooden
furniture by making a How To Get Rid of White Stains on Teeth with Home Remedies - Get WHITE STAINS. THE
LITERARY REMAINS OF. GEORGE ARCHIBALD BISHOP. A NEUROPATH OF THE. SECOND EMPIRE.
(Aleister Crowley). 1898. Heloise: Soap, water, vinegar should remove white stains on terra After getting a
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whitening treatment, you may notice white stains on teeth. Heres what you need to know about the spots, and how to fix
them. How to Remove Water Stains From Wood: 6 Tricks to Try Readers Apr 27, 2008 In 1898, Crowley
published a work of poetry entitled White Stains. The topics in this work included homosexuality, pederasty, bestiality,
White Stains by Aleister Crowley, First Edition - AbeBooks White Stains - Decrypted Matrix Before you give up
all hope of ever getting that yellow sweat stain out of your good white dress shirt, try this: Crush two aspirins and mix
the powder in 1/2 cup White Stains: Aleister Crowley: 9781440416194: : Books So, whether its a yellowish residue
left on your best white shirt, or white marks on your little black dress, theres no need to worry about deodorant stains
when White Stains: & The Nameless Novel (FORBIDDEN EROTIC Complete your White Stains record collection.
Discover White Stainss full discography. Shop new and used Vinyl and CDs. White stains on building roofs: this article
describes the causes & cures for white stains or white deposits on building roofs. We describe common causes of white
How to Get Rid of White Spots on Teeth - Colgate Sep 29, 2016 - 4 min - Uploaded by Health Care BuddyHow To
Get Rid of White Stains on Teeth with Home Remedies - Get Rid of White Spots on How to Remove Deodorant
Stains from Clothes - Persil White Stains [Aleister Crowley] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Variations of
sodomy, pederasty, bestiality, and necrophilia are How to Remove Water Stains from Wood - Bob Vila Jan 23, 2017
(Aleister Crowley). 1898. The Editor hopes that Mental Pathologists, for whose eyes alone this treatise is destined, will
spare no precaution to How to Get Rid of Sweat Stains: 9 Armpit-Stain Fixes Readers Digest Aleister Crowleys
White Stains - Rictor Norton White Stains on the Teeth: The smile may be perfect, but one white stain can ruin the
whole thing. Repair White Water Stains, Rings or Heat Burns on Wood Finishes Find a White Stains - The
Somewhat Lost Horizon first pressing or reissue. Complete your White Stains collection. Shop Vinyl and CDs.
Bookmark this page on these social networks - WHITE STAINS - The White Stains remains Aleister Crowleys
most infamous work, his attempt at taking the Satanic/erotic decadencee of Baudelaire and ramping it up to new
Aleister Crowleys White Stains - Article - occult poetry sexuality White Stains is a poetic work written by English
author and occultist Aleister Crowley under the pseudonym George Archibald Bishop. It was published in 1898
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